
“Know The Art to LIve with
Love & Ecstasy”



Dr. Nirakar lenka, (Swami Anant
Nirakar) 
Who is a spiritual healer & master
started his spiritual journey from
1996. Initially, he has been
taught by Late Swami Ram Das ji,
who was an enlightened person,
and who had activated his sixth
sense. He has also learned REIKI
& LAMAFERA from Dr. S.K.SAINI
(Swami Satyananda ji, Originator
of LAMAFERA) and taken GRAND
MASTERSHIP from him in the
year 1998. He learnt Inner
Spiritual Journey Therapies,
Karuna Reiki, Pranic healing,
Spiritual Healing Techniques,
Past life regression, Black Magic
Removal Therapy, Pyra Vastu,
Train the Trainer Course, Reiki
Healing Techniques, Psychic
Effect Removal Techniques &
Memory Development Trainer,
Pranic Healing Foundation of
Delhi. He also took Sanyashi
from OSHO Master Swami
Chaityanya Kirti and Swami
Sunyam Prakash. 

INTRODUCTION



He is the originator of LAMA TAI QI,
LAMA VASTU, Hunkara Haleem Advance
Level, and the developer of LAMA YOG
MAYA (Alterntive tantra technique). He

is also the founder of Lamafera
Lamataiqi Foundation. He is not a Guru.

He is like a guide only, who removes
mental and spiritual darkness with his

teachings and techniques. He never
creates any disciples. He only creates

Gurus, the masters who can heal
themselves and others.

His name has been recorded in The
London Book of World Record, certified

Spiritual Master and Trainer by
American Merit Council and awarded

honorary Doctorate from Iconic Peace
Award Council. He is also awarded Dr.
APJ. Abdul Kalam Seva Samman 2023.

He will develop your knowing and
understanding.

He may help you to develop your
knowing and guide for your progress in

the right direction.
He has the responsibility as a spiritual
teacher to turn the student inward and
to teach her how to live his or her life

with love and Ecstasy.



LAMA-TAI-QI is not a technique; it
is a technology for transforming
the human into the divine. Human
nature is such that we always
yearn to be something more than
what we are right now. No matter
how much we achieve, we still
want to be something more.
Everyone is capable of fulfilling
the needs of his life.

LAMA-TAI-QI



Lamataiqi Technique will format your
computer and set the data as per your
requirements. It also connects with the

Wi-Fi (Universal Infinity Energy) by which
you can operate your computer smoothly
as per your needs. You will be connected
with your inner center (Self/Atma), and
staying at the center, you can live and

enjoy the periphery. In this process, you
will know how to re-program your mind in
such a way that you will become a master

of your mind.



LAMA- YOGAMAYA
Lama-Yogmaya is the advanced process
of Lama Fera, which requires deep
confidence. In Yogmaya, the brain
receives the message at the micro 5 is
not felt by the patient. Brain receives
the message and reacts on the basis of
it, and the disease is cured.
Yoga Maya is the divine power or energy
by which creation is created. This is the
inherent creative power of God. All the
work of God is done by Yoga Maya.
Whatever Leela God does, he does it
through Yoga Maya. 



Whatever the Lord thinks, Yoga Maya
immediately fulfils that thing. It is the most
powerful divine power, under whose control
the whole world resides. By controlling that
YOGMAYA energy, human beings with God-

like qualities take birth for the Lord's
pastimes and appear as ordinary human

beings. The name of this illusory or Maya
Shakti is Yoga Maya. Yoga means that which

connects you, and Maya means illusion,
which comes from mind. Yoga Maya

technique connects you with Infinity Energy
( Anant Urja) by which you can get the

positive energy from the universe.



LAMA-VASTU
THE SCIENCE OF HAPPINESS & PROSPERITY.
Vasthu is not a myth or a superstition, as
many in the modern world would like to
believe. Vasthu is a science developed
centuries ago for designing buildings like
palaces or modest homes and workplaces.
The ancient epic ‘The Mahabharatha’ also
refers to Lord Vishwakarma and his science
of architecture in the construction of the
Lakshagraha (Wax Palace). Vasthu provides
the basics of construction, especially in
harnessing the energies of nature for the
betterment of home and society.



Vastu Shastra is based on the concept of
scientifically combining the five basic elements –

earth, water, fire, air, and sky – to create a
pleasant setting. Vasthu principles integrated

with architecture boost health, wealth, energy,
and prosperity and make the living or working

atmosphere serene and enlightened.
Sky (West) denotes expansions and

enhancements; Vayu (East, Northeast) joy and
happiness; Agni (South) power and fame; Water
(North) spirituality & healing; and Earth (Centre)

for stability, peace & harmony.
Vastu Shastra is a cosmic ancient science that is
based on five elements of nature, i.e., air, water,

earth, fire and space (the panchbhutas) and
different directions, i.e., east, west, north, south
.along with the geomagnetic energy of the earth

and their relation to five super elements, i.e.,
Wind, water, earth (geomagnetic energy of earth),

fire (sun) and space (sky) the PanchBhutas and
further their inter-relationship with man and

building.
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The whole universe is a combination of five

basic elements. While making or constructing

a building, if all five basic elements of nature

are considered, then creative energy,

electrical energy, and magnetic energy are

produced. It gives good health, wealth, and

prosperity to human beings. If there is no

coordination among these five elements, then

our energies weaken. It results in tension ill

health and disturbs the peace of mind. All the

fire basic elements have their respective

results. A human being can not survive in the

absence of even a single element.

In Lama Vastu , we heal the Vastu Purush and

remove all negative energies from the house

and protect from the Black Magic. It also

develops peace, harmony, and happiness in

the house.



LAMA- FERA
LAMA FERA Lama Fera is the world's
fastest and most powerful healing
technique used by Buddhist monks
in ancient times. Lama Fera is a
highly powerful healing technique
followed by the Buddhist and
practiced by the Tibetan Lamas. It is
a unique and efficient technique for
cleansing the energetic system of all
the low vibrations and attracting the
positive. 
.



This technique works on physical and

mental/emotional levels.  The system can help

increase spiritual abilities, improve the

effectiveness of meditation, relieve pain and

discomfort caused by chronic diseases, remove

unwanted spirits, cleanse Aura, overcome fear,

anxiety, stress and mental tensions, improve

memory and visualization, and assist reconnection

with the Higher Self.
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The system can help increase spiritual abilities,

improve the effectiveness of meditation, relieve

pain and discomfort caused by chronic

diseases, remove unwanted spirits, cleanse

Aura, overcome fear, anxiety, stress and mental

tensions, improve memory and visualization,

and assist reconnection with the Higher Self. 

By this technique, you can erase the entire

Karma accumulated in past lives and in the

present life. 

LAMA FERA is an extremely efficient healing

technique to remove the pressure of negative

thoughts and increase the Pranic Energy

(Ananta Urja), which helps in re-construction of

damage cells and starts auto healing system of

the body



BENEFIT OF LAMA-FERA &
LAMA YOGMAYA 
➢  Direct healing and effect on
the root cause of diseases.
 ➢  It eliminates pain, fears,
nervousnes,  an  discomfort
caused due to chronic disease. 
➢  Gives freedom from anxiety
and fear, helps towards off evil
spirits, and has negative
energy. 
➢  Balances the physical,
mental, emotional, and
spiritual energy. ➢  Freedom
from stress, mental tensions,
and depression. 
➢  Freedom from Tantra-
Mantra effects (Black magic),
ghosts, evil spirits , evil eye
problems, and Vaastu
Rectification (removal of
negative energy from houses,
Offices, Factories.)



GALLERY OF OUR SPIRITUAL JOURNEY:



AWARDED BY DIFFERENT
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS:


